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ABSTRACT
This article adopts a position that Malaysia’s relations with China in
recent decades have not only facilitated in the upgrading of bilateral
relations ut also made a significant impact on the overall intra
regional relations in East Asia alaysia was the first Southeast Asian
country to improve ties and esta lish official relations with China in
1974. With the end of the Cold War, the relationship between Malaysia
and China ourished mainly towards enhancing trade investment
and other bilateral areas. Malaysia’s footstep was followed by other
ASEA mem ers The overall ASEA China relations improved
further in the age of intense regionalism and globalization. This led to
the esta lishment of the ASEA China TA ree Trade Agreement
and ASEA
lus Three alaysia s active and positive pursuit in
strengthening ties with China has had a significant impact on China
ASEA relations Almost all ASEA mem ers are looking at the
regional platform to engage China arger platforms like the EAS and
RCE are cementing further not only intra regional relations involving
China, but also the bilateral ties. Although there are occasional hiccups
in relations due to security issues, Malaysia’s leadership in regionalism
and capitalizing on China’s economic rise had been the main driver
in the overall East Asian regionalism. China too is fully aware and
appreciates the special ties with alaysia and ASEA
Keywords: Regionalism, bilateral relations, Malaysia-China relations,
ASEAN-China Relations, ASEAN Plus Three, free trade agreement
INTRODUCTION
International relations in Asia, particularly in the East Asian region, are
definitely e periencing a remarka le shift ith the end of the Cold ar
and the post- ruguay Round of the
TT. States that ere enemies
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at one time have ecome friends propelled y high economic gro th
and the e pansion in international trade. The rise of regionalism has
further opened-up their oundaries. o ever, the e citement over
regionalism and the regional process needs to e e amined carefully.
This article is an attempt to analyse East Asian regionalism involving
namely t o major players, SE
and China. It ill trace ho the
trend in ilateral relations et een t o countries, namely Malaysia and
China, shapes SE -China or East sian regionalism. hether East
Asian regionalism is one that emanates from the real internal dynamics
of the region or is one that is driven y ilateral initiatives ithin a
region is indeed an important question and demands further scrutiny.
It ill e pose ho trends in Malaysia-China ilateral relations impact
upon regionalism in East sia. inally, this essay ill provide a critical
perspective by relating to the numerous issues surrounding the so
called East sian regionalism. hile on the one hand, ilateralism has
had a positive impact on the East Asian regionalism involving China
and others, on the other, the ASEAN countries need an overarching
perspective in understanding on hat constitutes regionalism and ho
it should be pursued.
REGIONALISM: A THEORETICAL AND CONCEPTUAL
EXPLAINATION
Regionalism is a contested concept. Its meanings are often ambiguous
in the present conte t, particularly so in the age of contemporary
glo alization. In the past, regionalism as initiated or concluded
based on a particular national and alliance interest, identity or sense
of cooperation for common security among nations or even kingdoms
for that matter. Regionalism as often kno n as a process ith
common goals and shared identity based on a common geographical
area or pro imity. This is further eefed y a common cultural patterns
or heritage of the people including some similarity in the sense of
language and ethnic identities. The above scenarios and similarities
no longer apply in a fi ed manner as e analyse regionalism in the
age of contemporary globalization. Today, regionalism has moved
from the old geographical and security constructs of the Cold ar
structures involving geo-strategic regions to one that of e pansive in
nature. In fact, the ascent of the recent economic globalization after
Cold ar and the post- TT era has created a significant impact on
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regionalism. The ay regional organizations evolve e it on security
cooperation or via economic colla oration creates a ne understanding
on the theory and models of regionalism.
There seems to e a major shift under ay from hat as
kno n as old regionalism earlier, into one that is kno n as ne
regionalism . Today, regionalism is also discussed in the conte t
of open regionalism and multiple regionalisms. From a theoretical
perspective and approach, the setting up of regional organizations
and processes must e vie ed at first from a functionalist perspective,
involving the creation of international entities or organizations to serve
particular form of cooperation. In line ith this, one could relates to
the theories of liberalism, neo-realism, constructivism and so on to
categorize regionalism and its initiatives hich can e regarded as
regional in orientation, here states esta lish the ha it and structures
for cooperation. rndt (
) ackno ledged that regionalism is
getting popular and it means almost all things to people of all alks
of life. ut he divided the kind of regionalism into several categories.
These include the regionalism of the contemporary era based on
preferential trading arrangements that ere in ard looking like that
of the European Community or the US-Canada Free Trade Area that
as gaining momentum then. e also pointed out to the initiatives of
sub-regionalism and open regionalism and sub-national regionalism.1
Regionalism in sia too follo ed a similar pattern like in the est.
hile su -national regionalism is asically a out internal
developments and areas ithin a country, the other three types such as
the preferential trading arrangements (PT ) or in current conte t the
T s, su -regionalism (such as gro th areas) and open regionalism
are international in nature, e plaining the changing dynamic of
regionalism ith the failure of the
TT regime in the late s.
Today, the constructivist perspectives have even taken regionalism to
another level of thinking ased on identity. hile e have a model of
supra-national entity in the form of the European Union (EU) style of
regionalism, the mushrooming of functionalist regional organizations
that claims to e a regional community too are flourishing, as in the case
of ASEAN, the East Asia Summit (EAS) process, ASEAN Regional
orum ( R ) and the sia Pacific Economic Cooperation ( PEC).
Overall, the above models led to the encouragement on regional
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political, security, and economic initiatives to ard li eralizations.
They claim to be comprehensive in nature rather than being parochial.
Open regionalism too has gained momentum as a conceptual
model in the 1990s to further encourage economic regionalism in
order to attain the goals of globalization and counter the emergence of
close or e clusive po erful trading lock hich can lead to economic
rivalry. rganizations like the Pacific Economic Cooperation Council
(PECC) and the sia Pacific Economic Cooperation ( PEC) ere
leading e amples and ecame the proponents of open regionalism
that as non-discriminatory in nature. SE
( ssociation of the
Southeast Asian Nations) and SAARC (South Asian Association for
Regional Cooperation) too started moving in the direction of open
regionalism since the establishment of AFTA and SAFTA. ASEAN
adopted open regionalism by promoting the AFTA (ASEAN Free
Trade Area) mechanism for tariff reductions and trade promotion
and this as later follo ed y S RC (South sian ssociation for
Regional Cooperation) by announcing its SAFTA (South Asia Free
Trade rea) mechanism for the li eralization of economies ithin
their respective region.
Recent years have itnessed numerous ree Trade reas and
Free Trade Agreements being signed at both regional and bilateral
levels, altering the very nature of hat can e regarded as region
or regional initiatives or the regionalization process. European and
frican regionalism can e e plained as one that shares common
features of a region ithin a geographic continent. ut the era, conte t
and mechanism are different. Regions of the developing orld are all
accelerating the regionalization process y looking E and others.
o ever oth the E and regions of the developing orld are
having their o n pro lems and pitfalls in managing the onslaught of
glo alization in an era of digital economy. evertheless, this ill not
stop regionalism from flourishing.
TRENDS IN MALAYSIA-CHINA BILATERAL RELATIONS:
H I S TO RY A N D T H E R O L E O F L E A D E R S H I P I N
STRENGTHENING TIES
hile it can e argued that the historical linkages of Malay-Sino
ilateral relations can e traced ack to the an and Ming ynasty,
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it is important to take into account that relationship in the era of
kingdoms cannot e e uated ith that of the modern post-colonial
era. Malaya gained independence in 1957 from Britain. China too
had e perienced ritish presence of some sort and ong ong as
returned to the Chinese fold only in
. hile there e ists several
ritings on the tri utary systems of the Malay sultanates, it must e
attri uted that such relationship as marred y the presence of dmiral
heng e s (Cheng o) naval e pedition to Malacca. lthough it
as regarded as enign, the sheer size of the e pedition could strike
fear of the small Malay kingdoms of only a fe thousand people.
The nature of traditional international relations itself reveals the
pro lem of size, significance and impact. Malacca as for China an
important landmark in cur ing the rise of India influenced kingdoms.
hat more hen such kingdoms ere an esta lished feature of not
just Malaya, ut the hole of Southeast sia including in Indochina.
hat surprises us even today is that the contemporary analysis of
international relations in Southeast Asia once more reveals similar
trend. oth India and China are rivals for influence in Southeast sia
in the modern and post-modern era. The presence of the est, e it
merican or the European influence is only another impediment, oth
in military and economic sense.
Malaysia-China bilateral relations and Sino-ASEAN relations in
the post- ar era ere affected y t o important features. irst, is the
communist uprising in the People s Repu lic of China hich supported
the spread of communism as an anti-colonial element in order to free
Southeast sia and a sor it under the communist lake via support
for the communist parties that promoted such armed struggle against
the locals and colonial interest. Malaya as facing the challenge of
communist activism to a level that Britain started the declaration
of the Emergency in
, hich lasted until
. lthough the
Communist Party of Malaya (CPM) as successfully defeated, it only
ecame officially defunct in
ith an agreement signed in atyai,
Thailand. or many years, Chin Peng and some cadres ere residing
in Southern Thailand. Sporadic communist attacks ere uite popular
in the 1970s and 1980s.
China as never positive of the Malayan independence in
.
eijing also did not support the formation of Malaysia in
due to
uala umpur s allegiance ith the estern countries. Tunku foreign
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policy too as one that of openly pro- est and anti-Communist
in nature in the first decade of independence. This had delayed
diplomatic relations. Malaysia ecame the first SE
nation to
esta lish diplomatic relations ith the PRC in
after the famous
Tun dul Razak s visit to Peking on
May,
. Malaysia also
supported China s accession into the
Security Council in
.
Tan Sri Michael Chen as instrumental in the early
s in passing
the friendship message to the Chinese counterpart a letter from Tun
dul Razak hen he as asked y Razak to lead a ping pong team
to the fro- sian- atin merica Ta le Tennis Championship held
in Peking. In his vie , this as the initial part of hat he called as
China s Ping Pong iplomacy using sports as the forefront.2 Razak
also encouraged trade delegations to China prior to his visit in 1974.
Razak s visit in May
as the most successful historical event in
Malaysia s foreign policy although ilateral relations did not flourish
immediately after that visit. It shifted Malaysia s foreign policy
priority in support of the developing orld and also in line ith the
1971 ZOPFAN (Zone of Peace, Freedom and Neutrality) concept
hich advocates neutrality as key principle. This as not the same
ith Tunku dul Rahman as prime minister. e as more kno n as
pro- est and anti-communist. Razak had his difficulties ut as a le
to make old decisions after the racial riots in
. lthough some
ould have seen that as o ing to the Chinese, ho ever it rought a
positive impact hen election as held in
here the ational
ront ( arisan asional) as a le to secure a formida le victory and
form a democratic government once more after the state of emergency
after 1969.
The second issue of pro lem area as the huge presence of the
Chinese communities of hich their citizenship and loyalty remained
uestiona le in the eyes of the governments in po er in Southeast
sia. Malaya, Indonesia and Singapore had to deal ith this pro lem
given the activism of the communist parties and the support of the
local Chinese populations to these elements. The communist parties too
looked up for inspiration and practical support to Mosco and Peking.
In addition to this challenge, Malaysian leaders too ere upset up till
the mid- s hen China could issues separate travel documents to the
local Chinese for visiting the PRC. This as regarded y the Malay
government as sa otaging the national attempt to ards integration
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and unity. China felt that as not rong ecause of the discrimination
faced by the overseas Chinese.3
o ever Razak s visit and the normalization of the relationship
paved ays for t o more SE
mem ers to follo suit in
establishing diplomatic relations. By 1975, Thailand and the
Philippines had also established their diplomatic relations. Indonesia
only resumed diplomatic relations in 1990 after suspending its bilateral
relations in
. Singapore too uilt the relationship ith eijing in
and this as follo ed y runei in
.4 Rivalry for influence
in the Southeast sian affairs had also made China s relations ith
the Indochina states on the ary path for some decades. The situation
in Indochina too as not all that rosy as the region has to deal ith
ietnam and its influence in Cam odia. China s support for the Pol Pot
regime and the hmer Rouge as not something historically praise
orthy. Malaysia as not in favour of China s activism in Indochina.
In fact, China- ietnam rivalry in trying to e the hegemonic po ers
in Indochina had an effect on SE
s policy to ards Indochina and
China during the 80s and 90s.
The scenarios changed ith the end of the Cold ar, ith the
ithdra al of SSR assistance to ietnam and Russia s ithdra al
from the bases in Danang and Cam Ranh Bay. The decline of the
Russian support had eakened ietnam s position. China too ecame
accommodative of SE
s plan hile al ays anting to ensure that
the hmer Rouge had their interest and representation sufficiently
guarded under the coalition government planned by ASEAN and the
US.5 For Malaysia, the issue of peaceful settlement of the Cambodian
conflict and crises in Indochina as of significant importance in its
foreign policy calculations et een the late
s and mids.
This as simply due to the fact that Malaysia faced serious influ of
refugees or the oat people coming from Indochina. The cooperation
of ietnam as important as much as the settlement of the Cam odian
conflict. eeping Indochina as the attleground for superpo er rivalry
as not of interest for Malaysia. The concern over China s foreign
policy and its behaviour in the peaceful settlement of the Indochinese
conflict ecame crucial in influencing oth Malaysia and SE
s
vie of eijing s sincerity. o ever, it did not create a scenario for
Malaysia for harming diplomatic ties ith China. ut the a ove three
issues delayed Malaysia s pursuit of arming up to ards China.
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urther, in
, eng iaopeng visited uala umpur. lthough
this as later reciprocated y ussien nn y visiting China, it did
not enhance ilateral relations in a significant manner.6
Malaysia-China relations ere hanging on a thin thread due to the
reasons of security and political in nature. In fact, Mahathir postponed
his visit to eijing in the mid- s despite the invitation from China.
lthough he later cemented the relationship y
, there as no
sufficient impetus to move for ard the ilateral relations. Perhaps
the end of the Cold ar ith the collapse of the SSR ecame an
important factor to pursue stronger ties ith the communist orld.
This as also eefed up y an economically rising China. y early
s, Mahathir ecame the first in SE
to openly state that the
communist orld as no longer a threat. y the mid- s, Mahathir
as often uoted as a leader ho sa China as opportunity rather
than threat. Numerous speeches of Mahathir can be traced on the
changing priority in Malaysia s foreign policy since the early
s.
In fact Mahathir ent on saying that Malaysia as not only the first in
SE
to esta lish diplomatic relations ut also the first in SE
to
dismiss China as a threat.7 It is important to understand that government
related think tanks like ISIS (Institute of Strategic and International
Studies) Malaysia, MSRC (Malaysia Strategic Resource Centre),
S I ( sian eadership Institute) and MIM (Maritime Institute of
Malaysia) also played important role throughout the 1990s and until
the leader s retirement in changing attitudes of the Mahathir regime,
ecause of their ide range of activities hich em raced China and
East Asia in a positive manner.
Mahathir sa the rise of China in a completely ne light mainly
from a business and international political economy perspective
although trade as still marginal at that time. y ecem er,
,
Mahathir used the visit of the Chinese Premier i Peng to announce
the intention of establishing the East Asian Economic Grouping
(EAEG). The issue of pursuing further the EAEG became more
apparent once Mahathir realized he had China s acking. It as an
important opportunity for Malaysia to stir its foreign policy direction
hich as in line ith the ook East policy hich Mahathir had
een cultivating since the early s y looking at the progress made
y apan and South orea. So the economic rise of China and its
importance on shaping regionalism as in fact recognized first y
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Mahathir as a counter- eight against the est. China too had een all
the ay consistent in providing support E E E EC policy initiative
compared ith say South orea or apan.
Mahathir officially visited China at least si times during his
tenure as Prime Minister, namely in 1985, 1993, 1994, 1996, 1999
and 2001. Mahathir also visited China for attending the Bao Forum
and APEC Summit.8 He also visited China to commemorate the
visit in
. e missed the opportunity in
as he as still
looking up to apan than China at that time in championing his ook
East foreign policy. China too as not economically that attractive
in
. President iang emin too visited uala umpur in
.
is deputy u intao visited uala umpur in pril
. Premier
i Peng and hu Rongji had all made their visits during the Mahathir
era. Malaysia s ing ( ang ipertuan gong) too officially visited the
PRC denoting the importance placed by the Mahathir administration
in constructing strong relationship ith China. Since the early
s,
Mahathir brought huge business delegations during his visits to China.
The idea as to e plore the opportunity hich China presented in
enhancing Malaysia s trade. It as also politically correct as such
visits dra huge media attention among the local Chinese. This as
important for Mahathir to strengthen his image among the local
ethnic Chinese as he as historically kno n as elong to the ultra
nationalist camp ho champions the Malay right at all e pense.
The Malaysia-China Friendship Association and China-Malaysia
riendship association ere all esta lished in the early s. esides
these associations, agreements and cooperation in the field of media,
education and ilateral trade and economic relation ere all concluded
et een the early and mid- s y the Mahathir administration.
Malaysia had also supported China s entry in the T in
.
verall, Mahathir s China adventure as highly useful in
increasing economic relations not only at the ilateral level ut as ell
for regionalism. In fact, one could easily argue that no ASEAN leaders
could have promoted the PRC the ay Mahathir promoted China. is
rhetoric of looking at China as opportunity as ell ought over
by all the ASEAN leaders including his successors both Abdullah
ada i and aji Tun Razak. y
, China ecame SE
s ne
Dialogue Partner of ASEAN. The status of this dialogue partnership,
China s encouragement of Malaysia s E E and the phenomenal
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economic gro th hich it recorded in the modern history economic
development had an important bearing on regionalism in East Asia.
China as invited to the Chiangmai Initiative in
in the plan for
currency s ap to ard off the recurrence of currency attack or the
Asian economic crisis.
hen
dullah ecame prime minister in cto er
, he
ensured that the year
as given importance for a trip to China
to commemorate the
Razak initiative. ike Razak, dullah too
had great election success in
. President u intao visited uala
umpur in that year as ell. dullah as responsi le for encouraging
the setting up of the Institute of China Studies in uala umpur as
an important symbol of strong ties. By 2005, he invited China into
his EAS (East Asian Summit) mold replacing the EAEG platform.
ada i e panded his sia vision of em racing oth China and
India in the foreign policy front. India too joined the E S. dullah
and others had also visited China hen they ere the deputy prime
ministers. This included n ar I rahim and hafar a a hen oth
ere deputy prime ministers. n ar too rought a huge entourage
on his ay to China in the late
s. ll the deputy prime ministers
during the Mahathir era ere accorded a pleasant treatment in eijing.
In Septem er
, dullah ada i made an official visit to China
hile he as almost ready to ecome prime minister the follo ing
month in October, 2003, replacing Mahathir.
This policy as further pursued y aji ho also rought huge
delegation to eijing in
after ecoming the prime minister in
that year for commemorating the th anniversary of the Razak s visit.
President u intao too reciprocated aji s visit in the same year in
Septem er
, honouring Malaysia in a significant ay. aji ent
on as far as to state that there is something special about MalaysiaChina friendship. aji s son as later sent to the eijing oreign
Studies University for attending language and cultural courses. China
too has honoured Malaysia ith a special visit ith the change of guard
in eijing recently. President i inping visited Malaysia and a fe
ASEAN members in October 2013. During his visit, China stated the
intention of revitalizing the historical maritime Silk Road .9 China
as a le to promise huge fund for development of infrastructure in
Southeast Asia and in other region. It has indicated that it is capable
investing up to S
illion a road on infrastructure projects. The
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intention to bring Malaysia-China trade to a level US$160 billion by
as e pressed et een the t o states.10
IMPACT ON EAST ASIAN REGIONALISM AND THE
CHINA CHALLENGE
y o serving the decades of ilateral relations, one could see ho the
trends and pattern of the Malaysia-China relationship helped ASEAN
and East sia as a hole to foster regional relations. Regionalism
involving China and SE
could only flourish ecause of the role
played y several Malaysian leaders ho ere historically passionate
a out the
Razak s diplomatic initiative ith China. There ere
many difficulties in ilateral relations until the end of the Cold ar.
Mahathir too as initially cautious and did not visit China until
.
o ever, he started seeing the opportunity only in the early
s parallel to China s image as a ne
IE (ne ly industrialize
economy). This as further oosted y the fact that Mahathir as
more business savvy then the rest of the predecessors. His successors
oth ada i and aji had no choice, ut emulated Mahathir in
promoting national interest and regionalism in Asia. But to state that
the increase in bilateral relations and the promotion of regionalism
ith China in the last fe decades as an easy path may not e true.
hile the economic and political relations are often referred as solid
and e panding may e true, it is not all that simple. Pro lems and
suspicion are plenty. Trust is hard to come although the t o needs
each other all the ay to enhance each other s profile in the region
and at the global level.
The main impetus for orking together in sia as hen oth
China and Malaysia had a common national interest as developing
countries, in ensuring that the post-Uruguay Round did not result
in e tensive favouring the estern interest in East sia particularly
hen comes to esta lishing regionalism. oth Malaysia and China
ere apprehensive of ustralia and the S initiated PEC. nlike
Malaysia, the other SE
countries ere ell convinced y the
regional initiative of ustralia and the S looking at PEC uite
positively. Even apan and South orea for that matter ere am ivalent
of the E E . The S, e
ealand and ustralia as e cluded for
not being Asian or part of Asia. The initiation of ASEAN Plus Three
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( PT) gave the necessary process for keeping alive the flame of the
E E . s China ecame a dialogue partner of SE
in
, it as
much easier to keep eijing into the am it of regionalism. China had
also been invited into the ASEM (Asia-Europe Meetings) by ASEAN
under similar frame ork of the SE
Plus Three or from Malaysia s
point of vie under the unofficial E EC frame ork. y
, China
became a member of the East Asia Summit (EAS).
In February 2009, the APT once more played a positive role
in contri uting to ards so called sian Monetary und or S
illion stimulus package in order to cope ith the glo al economic
do nturn. China, apan and South orea ere to fund percent hile
the remaining
percent ill e topped up y SE . China also
e pressed its desire to fund infrastructure projects via soft loans and
to improve further its investment in ASEAN. China pledge additional
S
illion for SE -China Investment find and S
illion
credit for infrastructure spending.11 Overall, ASEAN has been also
happy ith China currency policy since the
crises. hile the
role played by China is commendable, the issue of regional integration
in East sia is some hat fla ed. espite numerous trade agreements
including the ASEAN-China Free Trade Agreement (ACFTA),
regionalism in East Asia involving ASEAN, China and others has not
een a major success story. The discussion and implementation of all
the FTAs promoting regionalism has been mainly on tariff reduction
to promote trade. Most of it has been more voluntary. Tariff reduction
is slo and pro lematic although long list of good have een agreed.
The implementation of
T has een challenged y issues like
automobile industry and food items, namely agricultural products.
Therefore, ASEAN and China too are having limitation on fully
implementing the concept CAFTA to its desire direction. Politically,
apan is initiating another T for the hole of ortheast sia. China
and Tai an have also signed free trade agreements that help oost
their ilateral trade and investment. hile some could argue that these
ne arrangement ill help regionalism in East sia, ho much it ill
enefit SE
or Malaysia remains to e seen. China has only egan
to have sizeable investment in ASEAN states in recent years and it
looks like China s fund ill e more channeled in many fro- sianatin merican countries. China faces a major challenge in dividing
its development assistance fund into several regions of the orld. The
e pectation outside China is also gro ing.
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hile ideas of the East sia Economic Community and East
sia Security Community have een mooted and discussed ell in the
E S and PT meetings, can China and SE
really ork closely
to realize this dream remains questionable. ASEAN and China faces
numerous challenges on issues such as human rights, democracy,
media freedom, Myanmar, South China Sea, military build-up and
the S role in the region. Relationship ith Tai an, apan and South
orea too ecome tense occasionally intensified y Chinese media,
the pu lic and the eijing s foreign ministry and the military. China s
consistent issuing of arning on numerous issues has done more harm
than good. ithin Southeast sia, relationship ith ietnam and the
Philippines has been spoilt by the issue of Spratlys. Suspicions are
high indeed. hile Malaysia has een constantly positive a out the
opportunity in China, the issue of South China Sea affects its feeling
hen eijing protest uala umpur s initiative make claims y using
the maritime la . China s fishermen have een posing pro lems not
only for Japan but also ASEAN. Indonesia had a share of the problem
recently. China s increase in defence spending and military uild-up
is a long term concern for SE . ike SE , the S, ustralia
and apan have all een atching closely these developments. In fact
over the last decade, its defence udget has gro n more than S
illion. Some in the est estimate China s defence udget could e
up to three times the officially pu lished udget. Individual countries
of SE
like Malaysia too have numerous issues of concern in
dealing ith China.
Both Malaysia and ASEAN has been losing to China in many
areas not just on
I. lthough Malaysia-China trade has increased
many fold reaching US$50 billion rendering credit to ACFTA, but the
same cannot e said hen comes intra-regional investment. China s
investments in Malaysia and ASEAN still suffer in this regard. So far
the overall economic gains seems to be comforting in order to not to
rock the oat. ut regionalism as a hole is more than economy. It
involves harmonization and integration in politics, security, economy
and the cultural aspects of policy and unity in leading to ards a
regional community.
It is indeed obvious that bilateralism has helped regionalism
to flourish in East sia in many ays ut it remains to e seen if
this can e sustained. Regionalism is completely a ne game in the
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last t o decades. oth China and SE
may appear some hat
comforta le in the eginning ut things can e difficult in the longer
run. eclarations and agreements are easy to e made ut difficult to
e implemented. It may take perhaps fe more decades to foster full
s ing regionalism in East sia. hile it is easy to ackno ledge that
Malaysia-China relations have enefitted the t o nations and SE
in a significant ay in upgrading economic relations, regionalism is not
all a out economic enefits. Security, political ill and socio-cultural
commonality are different things that need deep thinking. hile it is
easy to measure economic gains it is difficult to measure the issues
and sensitivities in the politico-security and cultural arena.
hile glo alization and regionalism can increase familiarization,
it may also intensify hatred. Some of the reactions coming out
of smaller issues of disputes tend to e plain that despite years of
positive ilateralism and economic e changes, sensitivities are still
high and tensions have not been erased throughout East Asia. The
case of China s fishermen in collision ith apanese and Indonesia
enforcement officers recently are only tip of the ice erg. Myanmar,
Indochina, orth orea, Tai an, South China Sea and East China Sea
are the real issues that ill defy the spirit of regionalism. The S for
e ample has een constantly monitoring China s eapon sales outside
East sia, as ell as eijing s major resource and usiness dealings
that are eing concluded ith authoritarian regimes orld around in
frica and atin merica. aving outlined the a ove, the choices are
still limited for smaller countries like Malaysia and others in SE .
It means, regionalism is another strategy that can help mitigate
the e isting pro lem ith China. SE
and the E S have declared
to have an aim for an East Asia Community. The PRC too has an
immense opportunity to e tend its soft po er resources in sia and to
the rest of the orld. hat eijing needs is more strategic partners like
Malaysia ho could ork ith China ith a long term vision. lthough
Malaysia and SE
enefits a lot in this economic dimension, ill
such relationship last peacefully in the longer run depend very much
on ho China treats SE
and others in the region. The South
China Sea issue of late reveals that China could tell SE
on ho
it should ehave in dealing ith the S on this matter. China has not
supported the proposed Code of Conduct in the South China Sea. The
case of the Senkaku Island dispute is getting severe since
. apan
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is preparing for potential uneventualities. Several ASEAN countries
have yet to fully trust the PRC and struggles in dealing ith China
ilaterally. SE
itself finds China a pro lem hen dealing ith
Myanmar. China s strong support for Myanmar has made angon not
to budge on issues of democratization and human rights.
hile regionalism is here to stay, the level of regionalism in
East sia is far from hat e can imagine. E pansion on trade and
economic ties are not sufficient to e plain regionalism as full scale
liberalization is still very far. There are numerous regulatory barriers.
Issues of intellectual property right and copy rights have not been
settle under the regional frame ork. China is not an easy player in this
respect. Economic regionalism is still far a ay in practice e cept for
the promotion of the free trade idea. Although the APT has addressed
the issue of currency s ap and rescue plan, it has yet to harmonize
monetary policy. e can t imagine a single currency in East sia. This
is a long ay to go. hile some SE
mem ers like the ay China
manage its currency, it may e not so ith all the SE
mem ers
and others in East sia especially ith apan and South orea.
Economic regionalism in East Asia has been mainly forged based
on tariff issues. Issues of non-tariff arriers have a long ay to go in
forging economic regional integration. Similarly, the issue of creating
a single market is not clear. hile glo alization and regionalism has
accelerated the economic linkages, it has yet to ring a out the real
integration or economic union. anking and monetary policies are
still not harmonized. Currency is still managed and guarded in East
Asia. Trade and tariff too have become selective in implementation
leaving out many important areas.
CONCLUSION
The idea of uilding an East sian regional community looks very far
indeed even though Malaysia and SE
have yet to stop e ploring
and proposing such an initiative. Malaysia s special relations ith
China have contributed in bringing China closer to Southeast Asia
since
and ith the end of the Cold ar, other Southeast sian
states have follo ed Malaysia s path and elcomed China into the
SE
process of ider regionalism for East sia. The idea of East
sia regionalism has gained significant support al eit some pitfalls.
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hile the regionalisation process can e seen as positive, many
challenging issues remain unresolved.
The idea of common security, cooperative security, comprehensive
and human security needs to e e amined once more in understanding
regionalism for future and the kind of proposed regional architecture.
Politics, economy, security and socio-cultural aspects too are still
far a ay to e fully grasped in East sia although discussion on the
issue seems to be there. National interest and international relations
based on realist approach seems to be the dominant feature of intraregional relations in Asia in general. Regionalism too has become
a tool and not a solution. East Asian regionalism has yet to address
the psychological barriers. Cultural and religious value differences
may not appear as a problem but in the longer run differences in
societies do matter from a civilizational point of vie in em racing
li eral and open regionalism. Turkey s a sence in the E is a case in
point. Although, the East Asian regional process has been appearing
inclusive of late, it started y e cluding estern nations like the S,
ustralia and e
ealand hen Mahathir proposed the E E . It
uses different level and frame ork of initiatives such as the PT and
E S to overcome the issue of eing e clusive and selective. This is
not so ith the PEC hich is far more open. The entry of the S,
Russia, India, ustralia and e
ealand seems to e addressing
the a ove challenge. o ever, these inclusions seem to e making
regionalism as an am iguous initiative. There is no the move y
SE
to make it ig y conceptualizing the idea of Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP). Similarly, bilateralism
in Malaysia-China relations and ACFTA may not be good indicators
of regionalism. Recent incidents have revealed that even ASEAN
efforts to ard regionalism has yet to achieve much despite numerous
meetings, policies and documentations.
The tension in Malaysia-Indonesia relations of late e poses that
the num er of issues involved just cannot e overcome y regionalism
even though there e ist ethnic, cultural, value and religious similarities
et een the Malaysian and Indonesian communities. hile a long
esta lished SE
faces a acklash of this nature, China and
East sian regionalism needs to e e amined in proper light. The
understanding of hat constitutes regionalism must e shared y
all ith more clarity. oth China- apan relations and apan- orea
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relations are not cordial enough to stimulate regionalism because of
security and past historical issues hich very often create tension in the
region. orth orea and Tai an can e another important dilemma of
regional security. There is also the intensification of alance of po er
and rivalry caused y the S pivot policy to ards the sia Pacific.
Many SE
countries hich claim to e neutral are not free from
openly supporting the US alliance system in Asia.
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